How to Beat the Equipment Repair Crisis

Complex, multi-purpose machinery and four-month repair backlogs are forcing the superintendent to establish his own repair shop with a mechanic.

You Think You Have Problems!

Dedication, perseverance and originality helped Portland’s parks department overcome almost insurmountable problems in building the Delta Park course.

Spreading Out

Not only are more new courses needed, but older courses should plan to add holes. Some common guidelines can be used to help almost any type of course.

Fight Against Tax Bite: Ohio Shows the Way

Ohio clubs have added punch to their fight against property reappraisals by retaining a lobbying firm and by trying to get backing from major Ohio corporations which have vested interests in golf.

The Profit-Centered Pro Shop (Conclusion)—Confronting Credit and Promotion Problems

GOLFDOM's panel of experts focuses on two important aspects of pro shop merchandising.